What is it?

- ~Three days of talks and discussions
- Lots of time to discuss in-depth
- Not only security topics
- Latest iteration: fixed schedule plus unconference parts
Past Events

- July 14–15, 2016, Trier/Germany
- July 13–14, 2017, Zurich/Switzerland
- March 14–16, 2018, Trento/Italy
- March 20–22, 2019, Stuttgart/Germany
2020 Event?

Where?

● Steinar Noem proposes Norway
  ○ location TBD
  ○ trade-off: travel time vs. workation quality
● Stuttgart (Group of Ralf Küsters) would fill-in

When?

IETF 107: March 21-27, Vancouver/Canada
EIC ‘20: May 12-15, Munich/Germany
IETF 108: July 25-31, Madrid/Spain